Abstract. The methord of underwater shield string is put forward in 2000 HP.The quantitative design and calculation are finished with no clear specification requirement and calculation method. By the calculation and analysis of the viscous resistance of the wet surface,it shows that the methord can not only satisfy the use requirement, but also make the center of gravity, ship sailing resistance and speed satisfy the requirements of expectations.
Introduction
In recent years,with China's continous and rapid economic development,the coastal cargo throughput also has increased substantially.And the operation of the ship in the port is also more and more containerized. [1] .According to eleventh in compendium of 5 years of programs in Dalian Port group and the "Dalian Port overall planning" requirements, Dalian Port group company will consider "an island and three gulf" as the core, and develop Changxing Island and nearby Industrial Zone [2] .Because the influence of wind power and water power is great, the maneuve r ability is limited.In this condision it often happens collision or contact accidents.In order to ensure the safety of large ships,it often needs the tug's help [3] [4] . 2000HP is strictly restricted by the weight of the rubber fender.So we ought to design the fender to meet the requirements and the stability of the ship.Also the design should reach the resistance and the speed of the ship.For example there is a ship which captain is 28.5m. Its principal dimensions is small,but the load is larger.So the total weight of the rubber fender is strictly limited within 25t.In order to ensure that the ship has enough margin,the rubber fender needs to cover a lot of places.Thus how to control the weight of the r rubber fender to meet the whole performance has become the focus of the design.
Design and calculation of the fender under the water
Towing under the water is an important difference from the other tugs.So we must have full consideration of the main dimension and the shape feature .By software Tribon,we simulates the operation condition of the towing tug and calculates the weight of the fender.It assumes that the tug isn't impacted by the wind and wave,so the swing angle also is not too large. We calculate by taking the maximum rolling angleθm=8ºand the maximum pushing angle Φm=1ºas an example.
The approximate calculation formula of the rolling intertia moment in still water is [5] : Roll inertia moment is:
Maximum roll angular velocity is:
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In the formula, 0 T is for the rolling period. The maximum roll energy of the tug is:
In the formula: x I --Sum of roll moment and the inertia moment;
In the drag operation, at least three rubber fenders under the water will contact with the ship and have compressive deformation.The counter force of each rubber fender in compressive deformation is up to 441.5KN, the absorbed energy is about 23.7KJ.The total counter force is about 1324.5KN, the total absorbed energy is about 71.1KJ. Therefore, when the tug roll equals 8º, the rubber fender can withstand the impact of rolling kinetic energy.
The pushing inertia moment in the hydrostatic is 
The period of pitch is: 
In the pushing operation, the rubber fender at the stem will contact with the ship and have compressive deformation. According to the deformation,the counter force of the fender is about 222.2KN, The absorbed energy is about 24.2KJ.It proves that the fender can bear the impact of pitching kinetic energy.
The Influence on the center of gravity
Arranging the rubber fenderis symmetrically is favorable to reduce the influence of the center of gravity.In order to compare the values in two cases,we calculate the center of gravity with the Tribon software. 
If we consider the center of gravity of the whole ship, the rubber fender has a less effect on the center of gravity.The total weight of the rubber fender is about 21.63t.It can meet the requirements,less than 25t.It ensures that the ship has enough margin and meet the various requirements of the working conditions.
The calculation and simulation the of viscous resistance
We establish the model of the tug to estimate the resistance with GAMBIT software. In order to reduce the mesh and ensure the effective simulation of the boundary layer on the surface of the hull,we decrease the principal dimensions by 1/10.The wet surface area S=3.5453m 2 .The model of the surface is shown as Fig1. Table 1 gives the viscous with the Re in two cases. The viscous resistance of the ship is:
The value of the calculation is shown as Table2. 
Conclusion
The quantitative design and calculation based on Tribon are finished with no clear specification requirement and calculation method about HP2000. By the calculation and analysis of the viscous resistance of the wet surface,It proves that the methord of underwater rubber fender can not only satisfy the use requirement, but also make the center of gravity, ship sailing resistance and speed satisfy the requirements of expectations.
